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The basic equations for the resonant frequencies of an electro- 
magnetic cavity in an acce ierak l  systezi ef r e f e r c ~ c c  ~~2 czasiZere& 
The remDval o f t h e  degeneracy between clockwise and counter-clockwise 
resonant modes In  vacuum is  discussed in  terms of the angular momentum 
of the photon. If matter with an index of refraction is placed i n  the 
cavity the shif’t i n  resonant Freqluency is  shown t o  depend upon the 
moment of the energy flux. A maser media i n  the cavity permite oscil la- 
t ion and the beat fhquency which is caused by rotation is discussed fo r  
a Fabry-Perot squsre cavity with all flat mirrors and which is  oecil lat-  
ing at 3.39 microns. Saturation problems are considered. 
Historical references and references t o  recent research on the 
measurement of absolute rotation with electromagnetic radiation is 
given i n  references 1 through 10. 
ence of a system which rotates with angular velocityilL about the 
z-axis and for  which the source and detector are attached t o  the rotat- 
ing system, Msxwell’e equations have the  
In  the accelerated frame of refer- 
convential appearance for  
Cartesian ordering of the  coordinates,5r r 
curl B + a,B/a t = 0 div = 0 
div2=e  ~1 H - Q_DICbt =,J .k 
The constitutive equations are modified by rotation and are given t o  
fw order i n a b y  
I n  the short wavelength limit these equations are equivalent t o  en index 
of refraction 
-20 ie an unit vector of propagation. Rotation 
1 
has the effect o making wen the vacuum appeas anisotropic. 
current or  4 the polasization current of e lec t r ic  dipoles remain 
the same t o  firs% order in A . If the f le lds  are expanded in ortho- 
n o d  functions for  the electromagnetic cavity for JZ= 0, the Fre- 
quency sp l i t t i -  between the degeneate cw and ccw modes introduced by 
rotation I s  
The 
If Ea and H, are the modes of a simple cylindrical cavity rotatlng about 
2% ~ m & m  axis, the observed f'requency of the photon is h f e  h Yo + 
L, *&2, where & l e  the orb i ta l  angular momentum of ?ne phci5ts; =& vss 
referred t o  as the "Coriolis-Zeemant' effect for  the photon. This simple 
analogy is true o w  for  vacuum and i n  the presence of matter it becomes 
apparent that the effect is due to  the mment of the energy flux. 
the convential optical maser photon ra te  gyroscopes cavities such as 
those sm2in Figure ( l ) ,  the modes have approxintately a gaussian cross- 
section ' 
cross-section yields a rotation beat frequency of 
For 
and integration of the approximate modes mer the beam 
AY13 2~ c o s 6  1 ( 5 )  
where R is the radius of the inscribed circle, 1 the wavelength in meters, .-a the angle between the 2erpendicular t o  the plane of the cavity and 
the axis of rotation. This is in accord with the angular momDentum in- 
terpretation since the angular momentum o f t h e  photon abaut the axis of 
rotation is Lz = (h/X )R c o s 0  and d Y =  2 L z A .  
of the system could be increased by the introduction of maser mediomand 
a beat frequency proportional t o  rotation would occur7. 
of the optical maser made possible systems with photons vl th  much larger 
photon orbi ta l  angular momentum and lead t o  the suggestion of the optical 
Such rotation beats were first reported maser photon rate 
by Mac& and Davis and subsequently by Cheo and Heerlo. 
With the advent of microwave maser it was evident that the Q 
The discovery 
scope5re. !r
The general case is much too complex for analysis and in the 
following discussion it is assumed that only one m s t  degenerate mode 
is excited and this mode is l i n e a r l y  polarized. 
i w t h e  discussion 
the  wBves as ehown I n  Flgure (2). 
Also i n  order t o  simpl- 
a waveguide closed in a c i rc le  is used to  guide 
The approximate modes are 
w h e r e a l e  the llnear polarization o f t h e  transverse 
number of modes around the periphery of the circle. 
in the cavity l e  appswamEtely 
mode and q is the 
The g e c t i v e  field 
2 
. 
and f k o m  equstlon (1) and (2), the equstion 
is 
of mation for  a single mode 
be -1 0 0  
+ U 2 E  -1Znqi  = - G o  
E+Q 0 +q +Q 
where No is thfs resonant frequency of the cavity, Q the cavity and load 
loss term, and P 
d i m .  Since LQ is large, equstion (8) is examined for fields the contribution of the polarization o f t h e  maser 
0 
E+p't) = A(t) eoidOt + B(t) e +I dot (9) 
where A(t) and B(t) are slowly varying f'unctions of time. 
f ic ient  corresponds t o  ccw traveling waves and the B coefficient to cw. 
The A coef- 
Polarization of the Optical Maser Media 
3bllowlng the procedure Introduced by Lamb l3 a developm$ for 
the polarization of traveling wave modes was made by the autho 
polarization including first and t h i rd  order terms may be written as 
. The 
where C 
C the bird order coefficients. For Large doppler broadening is the first order coefficient t o  the polarization and C2 and 3 
(W C;IQ~ const exp -( uab- cilo) 2 2  /D 
and C2 and C3 are of the form fo r  atoms at rest 
and, C 0, C g z  l,qal, for large doppler motion 
where! = 2 ava is  the f'requency of the optical maser line. If the 
following notation Ps used for  A and B, 
iv A(t)  = U eiu ; B(t) = V e 
(12) 
cl = ci + 1q ; c2 = CB + IC2 ; c3 = cj + ic" 3 
t h e n  i n  t h e  quas i - l i nea r  approximation equat ion (8) becomes 
3 
& = - U0(Q-l t C" + 
1 
0 s  
Steady state requires U = V = 0 and 
$ = V2 = -(Q-' + 
2 2 c;u + c"v )u 
c"u2 + CtV2)V 
3 
3 2 
the solution for the ampiitude is 
c;)/(c; + c3) ( 14) 
and the beat frequency between mdes by 
(15) 2 2  4 - UCCW = 2-rrq + 6 (C'-c")(u -v ) 
2 2 3  cw 
To t h i s  degree of approximation the C.W. and C.C.W. modes are equally 
excited; the f'requency of each mode i s  shifted an equal amount i n  the 
same direction by the frequency sensitive C' terms and the amplitude 
terms. 
is  not sensitive t o  theTffects  of e&wation for the ideal system. 
The difference i n  -frequenq between the  two  mdes i s  2 2  Q and -- ---- 
-- -- - --- 
Equation (42a) gives the stored energy energy and the power out- 
put of each mode i s  
For extreme doppler motion C" has the doppler frequency response given 
C" has 
the response given by equation ($9) and the frequency response of3the 
power ouput is  of the form 
by equation (38) and for  ( Q  2,  t C") < 0 the system oscillates. 
( 17) 
and shows the dip i n  power output discussed by Lamb 13 . Frequency pulling 
is given by 
, 
The approximate expression i s  i n  agreement with the expression introduced 
by Townesl5. 
Skability 
EQuations 13c and 13d lead t o  a stable solution, that is  6 = $ = o 
mr atoms with large doppler motion 
and U = V, for  values of C;> C" 
(8). 
Cz becomes larger than C" and is  insensitive t o  frequency. 
t o  the equations indicat2s that large doppler broadening is  necessary 
fc;? tr?e c?xen&.inn of rotation beats. 
not been investigated as yet. 
atomic l ine  frequency, C: 2 C" and the system is near a point of insta3ility. 
Phase trajectories are shown in  Figure 
This solution 
For atoms at rest C" i s  l&ger. 3 
Other types of broadening have 
This solution also indicates Ymt 8% the 
3 
Bias  Beats 
If a unidirectional coupler as shown i n  Figure 5 is  inserted i n  
t he  beam or scattering occurs the equation of motion is  modified. Equa- 
tions 138 and 1 3  remain the same i n  the absence of a phase shift, and 
eqpations l3c and l3d become o f t h e  form 
are a masure of the  power coupled from one traveling wave into 
tke othe . The simplest case t o  consides is the unidirectional coupler 
shown i n  Figure ( 5 ) ,  - and then U -V2 = Q-l/(CS-C;) U/V. For 
occurs , 
weak coupling, %> 7 Q s / V  h, 1 and a phenomena h own as bias beats 
B i a s  beats as a f'unction of Frequency me shown in  Figure ( 9 ) .  Mr. Litt le,  
a graduate student i n  our laboratory, has observedthe effect shown i n  
Figure(9) as t he  cavity i s  tuned across the doppler broadened line. Q 
bay be estimated f r o m  the coupled parer by QA/Q = PL/PA, where PL is tfie 
oscil lator power and PA the coupled power. 
Frequency Lock- 
Y% Eqyations l3c' and l3d' are similar t o  the equations which considered i n  the entrainment of an oscil lator by an external source . 
5 
In this problem the coupling of t h e  linear term of the electric f i e ld  of 
the cw wave t o  the ccw wave ,& similar t o  the external source term. 
Frequency entrainment or locking becomes a problem when the two f'requencies 
are within 4 ?' of each other and, 
where 
used, and the more detailed examination of equations 13 is not used, t o  
s e u - w -  --+4-+- +ha ---- -itton -"--. of entrainment. 
idirectional coupler or t o  scattering of energy of one beam i n t o  the 
other. If i n  the latter case f P is the scattered powe and 4 0 t h e  
sized is of the order of L> ) the coupled enerQy i s  of the order of 
YL is the cavity bandwidth. For simplicity th i s  criterion is  
This carpling could be due t o  a un- 
angular spread of the maser beam tdh 2 spot sIze/4KL 5 and the spot 
pA/pL f a n =  f X  / 4 n  (16) 
6 For f = 0.01, = 
locking problems are of importance in  the  hundreds of cycles per second 
frequency separation region. A more exact expression indicates that 
entrainment may be reduced by reducing the power level of the maser. 
L cz 1, 4 NL e 10 , entrainment or frequency 
Optimum Design Considerations 
Fromthe previous discussion it i s  apparent that a maser media 
with a large doppler broadening i s  necessary of stable oscillation a t  
two frequencies, that is C" 7 C" i s  necessary. I n  the ideal system and 
t o  the approximation t o  wdch e&tions 13 are correct, these two f ie-  
quencies do not entrain or  lock and rotation beats are expected over the 
entire doppler l i ne .  
unstable point, but the Frequency response of the coefficients must be 
examined in9rea te r  detail t o  discuss t h i s  in  more detail .  
presence of coupling between the two waves, the bias beat 3equcncy Ss 
shs ?I i n  Figure (9) 
side of the atomic l ine  
Since the sense of the bias i s  fixed by the choice of t he  right or l e f t  
minimum, the sense of rotation may be determined. 
Operation near the atomic frequency is near an 
In  the 
Operation at a frequency ;a"b away fkom either 
yields a minimum bfas beat frequency. 
The bandwidth for frequency entrainment m a ~ r  be reduced by select- 
ing a maser media with a small value for  the C" saturation coefficient 
and a large value for the linear gain C; and. also selecting a cavity with 
a high Q or  l o w  losses. Furthermore any properties of the mirrors, 
brewster angle windows, or other objects i n  the maser beam path which 
cause unidirectional coupling o r  scattering of power between the two beams 
nust be minimized. I n  order t o  avoid objects i n  the path the design 
6 
shown i n  Figure 7 does not have brewster angle windows, etc. but is  
entirely enclosed. The maser bean is  Free from foreign obdects, dust, 
misture, etc. and the only surfaces are the mirrors and the quartz 
maser tubes. Some investigations of Mr. L i t t l e  indicate that even the  
maser tubes msy be inportant. I n  a system similar t o  t h a t  shown i n  
Figure (6) and oscillating, the insertion of a qua;rtz tube in  the beam 
path could enhance the power level of oscillation, attenuate the  level, 
or  have almost no effect depending on the diameter of the tube. 
small. angles of reflection the interior of the tube is almost a perfect 
reflector and acts as a guide. 
For very 
R o u g h  &aces attenuated the beam. 
Thermal vibrations of the mounting platform and spontanwiis 
emission noise are not as yet a limitation on the photon rate gyroscope 
and should not be of interest until beats i n  the region of 1 cps are of 
interest. Mechanical vibrations or mechanical noise could be as effec- 
tive as &maJ noise and increase the effective noise temperature of 
the system w e l l  above that of the temperature of the surroundings. Re- 
sonat frequencies of the mounting platform can be troublesome, but since 
each platform is a special case these are not discussed. 
Slides of the experimental apparatus being used, mechanical 
details, of the apparatus, and the performance of the apparatus w i l l  be 
shown. 
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